
Dragons
A dragon can blow a humming bee off course from 30 miles away! In this 

report, you will learn about what a dragon is, semi-dragons, the big mouth dragons, 
famous dragons, and dracontologists.

What is a Dragon?
People imagined dragons in different ways.  Some people thought dragons 

were nice, others thought dragons were evil.  Even though dragons aren’t real, 
they’re just sitting in your imagination waiting to come out.  Myths about 
dragons have been around for thousands of years.  While many dragons lived in 
caves, others roamed the sky.  Sky dragons had large, strong wings and live on 
mountains.  All dragons had huge, sharp teeth.  They use those teeth to rip apart 
their food.  Most dragons breathe fire and smoke.  But not all dragons can.  
What a dragon eats is very important. A dragon eats only meat, so watch out!

Semi-dragons
A semi-dragon has wings, but it can’t fly.  Why?  Semi-dragons looked 

like sky dragons, but they had smaller wings.  They had big tough scales, but there 
was one spot on their belly that doesn’t.  Semi-dragons barely ever flew because of 
their heavy bodies.  An example of a semi-dragon is the wyvern.  Wyvern comes 
from the word wyver which means “Viper” and “life.”  The wyvern is a creature of 
legend, and found in heraldry (on swords and shields.)  It can’t breathe fire, it 
has bat like wings, and a barbed tail.  The Wyvern is smaller than dragons, and it 
only has two legs. 



Big mouth Dragons
The Big Mouth Dragons can eat and sleep…at the same time!  The big 

mouth dragons can sleep with their mouths open! To do this, they had to have big 
heads and big mouths!  They were very good boat makers.  To make one, they would 
need four or five friends.

Famous Dragons
You may have seen Dragon Tales or Dragon heart, but here are some you 

might not know.  Apep was a slimy serpent.  Apep hated the sun because it ran 
into Apep every night.  In fact, he hated it so much, he tried to kill it.  Seth, the 
suns helper had to kill Apep every night, but Apep kept coming back to life.  
Another famous dragon is Nidhogger.  Nidhogger had horns on his head, nasty 
teeth, wings, and a very spiky tail.  He hated everything and everybody.  He 
gnawed on the root of the universal tree.  He tried to kill it.  Nidhogger had a 
slimy cave.  It is said that Nidhogger would gnaw forever.

What is a Dracontologist?
A Dracontologist is a scientist who studies dragons.  Dracontologists 

think that when someone believes in dragons, that person reports a large snake or 
serpent.

Now you have learned about what a dragon is, semi- dragons, sky dragons, 
the big mouth dragons, famous dragons, and dracontologists. Whatever you do, do 
not walk into a “cave” with sharp points! 


